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Dream at Reality

Stories and  documents from the EZLN called
Intercontinental Encounter for Humanity

 and against Neo Liberalism
Chiapas, Mexico, August 1996

In August1996 the EZLN held an
"Intercontinental Encounter for Humanity

and against Neo Liberalism'"in jungle
camps in the state of Chiapas in Mexico.

 Over 3,000 people from 44 countries
travelled through army checkpoints, rivers
and over narrow jungle roads to reach the
conference and talk about a new global
opposition to capitalism.  These is the

experience of some of those who went and
some of the documents produced there.

2000 addition
This text  was written in 1996 shortly
after the encounter had finished.  In June
2000 the PDF version of this pamphlet
was produced.
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Turning the dream
into reality

All over the world delegates returning from the Encounter are
exploring what the networks of struggle and communication we
talked about there can actually mean in our own countries.  We
want you to get involved in that process for we cannot turn this
dream into a reality on our own.  The Zapatista revolution con-
tinues as a source of inspiration but how does it translate to
conditions in Ireland, Britain or the other countries that were
present?

There is a new dream afloat in the world, step forward and
stake your claim in it.

June 2000 addition
Nearly four years after the first encounter some of its fruits may
be seen in the growing movement against neoliberalism that
emerged in 1999 on the streets of London (J18), Seattle (N30),
Washington (A16) and that continues to grow.

All photos taken at the encounter by Andrew Flood



lar the continued use of Public Interest Immunity Certificates to prevent inquests
finding out the truth behind the shooting of republican activists.

In Ireland the effects of neo-liberalism and indeed all previous capitalist models are
seen in high rates of emigration and unemployment as well as low wages and high
taxes for workers while the rich get huge profits and low taxes. The effects are also
seen in the marginalisation of communities that are seen as uneconomic particularly
with the massive level of state racism against Travellers. Whole communities in the
city of Dublin are written off and are prey to massive unemployment and heroin
dealing. The state attempts to deny them all social or cultural outlets, the latest
manifestation of this is the large scale confiscation of horses kept by children in the
western suburbs.

It is important to emphases that people are fighting back against all of these things
and in particular that much of this fight back is based at a grassroots community and
workplace level. Such struggles not only serve to head off the worst affects of neo-
liberalism they also empower those involved to go on the offensive and demand a new
society.

Our gathering was only a preliminary one, a chance to begin the process of encourag-
ing resistance but we are resolved to
continue to support the struggle in
Mexico and in particular we pledge
an immediate response to any fresh
offensive by the Mexican army. In
the context of Ireland we intend to
start making links with the many
individual and sometimes small
struggles that arise and to help
create awareness of a global struggle
for humanity and against neo-
liberalism. It is important that this
struggle does not become diverted
into a dead one for past models of
capitalist economics but rather
opens up a struggle that is indeed
'for humanity' and a new future for
all the worlds people.

The Irish Mexico Group can be
contacted c/o 5 Merrion Row, Dublin
2, Ireland

Introduction
The EZLN ( Zapatista Army of National Liberation) startled the world on New Years day (Jan
1) 1994 when declaring 'Enough' they seized four towns in Chiapas, the south-eastern state of
Mexico on the Guatemalan border.  The Mexican army launched a counter offensive in which
prisoners were tortured and executed and civilians targeted and massacred.  This sparked off
waves of protest, chiefly in Mexico itself but also internationally resulting in the army being
forced to call of the offensive and declare a ceasefire.

The immediate reason for the rising is not hard to find, Chiapas is an atrociously poor area. At
least 41% of the population have no running water; 35% are without electricity; 63% of the
people live in accommodation of only one room; 19% of the labour force has no possible
income and 67% of the labour force live on or below the minimum wage.  Or as the EZLN
expressed this

"We have nothing to lose, absolutely nothing, no decent roof over our heads, no land, no work,
poor health, no food, no education, no right to freely and democratically choose our leaders,
no independence from foreign interests, and no justice for ourselves or our children. But we
say enough is enough! We are the descendants of those who truly built this nation, we are
millions of dispossessed, and we call upon all our brethren to join our crusade, the only option
to avoid dying of starvation !"

Although their armed struggle at first seemed typical of the other Latin American guerrilla
movements on the 1970's and 80's the EZLN were quick to say that although they had learned
lessons from those struggles they were different.  They had no wish to cease political power
instead they wanted to create a space that a political dialogue of all the people (civil society)
could occur in.  In ideological terms they declared "We are not Marxists, nor are we guerril-
las. We are Zapatistas and we are an army."

At first it was not clear what this political space could mean but in the period since 1994 the
indigenous communities that the EZLN are based in have translated this slogan into a very
practical reality.  They have created huge camps in the jungle and to these invited firstly
Mexican society but then an ever widening section of the world, starting with the indigenous
people of the American continent.

In July of 1996 the most ambitious of these political spaces was created when the EZLN
invited all of humanity to the 'Intercontinental Gathering for Humanity and against Neo-
Liberalism'.  They did not know if anyone would respond to such an ambitious project,
nothing less then starting to construct a new world.  The articles and declarations in this
pamphlet are a very small measure of how people reacted to this call and not only travelled in
their 1000's to the jungle of South Eastern Mexico but also held national and continental
meetings like that held in Berlin in June of 1996.

These have created a new dream, can we make this dream into a reality?

http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/3102/



The 1st Declaration
of Reality

“I have arrived, I am here present, I the singer.
Enjoy in good time, come here to present yourselves those
who have a hurting heart.
I raise my song”.
Nahuatl Poetry.

To the people of the world:
Brothers and Sisters:

During the last years, the power of money has presented a new mask over its criminal
face. Disregarding borders, with no importance given to races or colors, the Power of
money humiliates dignities, insults honesties and assassinates hopes. Re-named as
“Neoliberalism”, the historic crime in the concentration of privileges, wealth and
impunities, democratizes misery and hopelessness. A new world war is waged, but now
against the entire humanity. As in all world wars, what is being sought is a new
distribution of the world. By the name of “globalization” they call this modern war which
assassinates and forgets. The new distribution of the world consists in concentrating
power in power and misery in misery.

The new distribution of the world excludes “minorities”. The indigenous, youth,
women, homosexuals, lesbians, people of color, immigrants, workers, peasants; the
majority who make up the world basements are presented, for power, as disposable. The
new distribution of the world excludes the majorities. The modern army of financial
capital and corrupt governments advance conquering in the only way it is capable of:
destroying. The new distribution of the world destroys humanity. The new distribution
of the world only has one place for money and its servants. Men, women and machines
become equal in servitude and in being disposable. The lie governs and it multiplies itself
in means and methods.

A new lie is sold to us as history. The lie about the defeat of hope, the lie about the defeat
of dignity, the lie about the defeat of humanity. The mirror of power offers us an
equilibrium in the balance scale: the lie about the victory of cynicism, the lie about the
victory of servitude, the lie about the victory of neoliberalism. Instead of humanity, it
offers us stock market value indexes, instead of dignity it offers us globalization of
misery, instead of hope it offers us an emptiness, instead of life it offers us the
international of terror. Against the international of terror representing neoliberalism, we
must raise the international of hope. Hope, above borders, languages, colors, cultures,
sexes, strategies, and thoughts, of all those who prefer humanity alive.

Irish declaration
for Humanity

Statement from 'Organising for Change conference' May 25 1996 to
the European and International gatherings 'For humanity and

against neo-liberalism' - Irish Mexico Group

In preparation for the European and International gatherings the Irish Mexico Group
had a gathering May 25 in Dublin. We wished to look at what meaning 'neo-liberalism'
had to struggles in Ireland and how we could seek to build the links between the
different struggles. In particular we explored how the Irish version of neo-liberalism is
veiled as 'social partnership' with attacks being made in the pretence they were good
for the 'nation'.

The gathering heard activists from a number of struggles including the Federation of
Dublin Anti Water Charges Campaigns (a grassroots community struggle against local
tax) and union struggles around pension rights for low paid workers. We talked about
international solidarity not just in the context of the struggle in Mexico but also the
struggle of the Liverpool dockers in Britain. This and more theoretical discussion
about neo-liberalism brought home the need to talk of neo-liberalism in global terms
as something attacking not just those in the South but also the so called 'privileged'
workers of western Europe. Both the French public sector strikes of December 1995
and the Liverpool dockers show that not only are workers aware of these attacks but
that successful resistance is being organised.

This resistance in the face of what those in power want us to belive is a 'hopeless'
situation gives inspiration to us. In the bosses Europe created by the Maastracht
treaty it is vital that workers do not allow themselves to be set against each other but
instead look for ways of uniting their resistance throughout Europe and with workers
and peasants all over the world. We need to move from looking at international
solidarity in terms of Ireland and Mexico to a web of solidarity of many struggles in
many countries. One practical suggestion for the gathering is the construction of a
database of grassroots trade union and community groups that may be willing to
respond to appeals for solidarity in the future. This could be circulated to the different
national groups.

We also talked of the need to oppose the continued imperialist occupation of the north-
eastern 6 counties of the island of Ireland and to struggle for the removal of the
British army and the release of the political prisoners held by the British and Irish
states. Part of this struggle is also the struggle against the repressive laws introduced
to excuse or hide murders carried out by the British states 'security forces', in particu-
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The international of hope. Not the bureaucracy of hope, not the opposite image and, thus,
the same as that which annihilates us. Not the power with a new sign or new clothing.
A breath like this, the breath of dignity. A flower yes, the flower of hope. A song yes, the
song of life. Dignity is that nation without nationality, that rainbow that is also a bridge,
that murmur of the heart no matter what blood lives it, that rebel irreverence that mocks
borders, customs and wars. Hope is that rejection of conformity and defeat. Life is what
they owe us: the right to govern and to govern ourselves, to think and act with a freedom
that is not exercised over the slavery of others, the right to give and receive what is just.
For all this, along with those who, beyond borders, races and colors, share the song of life,
the struggle against death, the flower of hope and the breath of dignity . . .

The Zapatista Army of National LiberationSpeaks . . .

To all who struggle for human values of democracy, liberty and justice. To all who force
themselves to resist the world crime known as “Neoliberalism” and aim for humanity
and hope to be better, be synonymous of future. To all individuals, groups, collectives,
movements, social, civic and political organizations, neighborhood associations, coop-
eratives, all the lefts known and to be known; non-governmental organizations, groups
in solidarity with struggles of the world people, bands, tribes, intellectuals, indigenous
people, students, musicians, workers, artists, teachers, peasants, cultural groups, youth
movements, alternative communication media, ecologists, tenants, lesbians, homosexu-
als, feminists, pacifists. To all human beings without a home, without land, without
work, without food, without health, without education, without freedom, without
justice, without independence, without democracy, without peace, without tomorrow.
To all who, with no matter to colors, race or borders, make of hope a weapon and a shield.

And calls together to the

First Intercontinental Gathering for Humanity and Against Neoliberalism. To be
celebrated between the months of April and August of 1996 in the five continents,
according the following program of activities:

First:
Continental preparation assemblies in the month of April of 1996 in the following sites:
1.- European Continent: Site in Berlin, Germany
2.- American Continent: Site in La Realidad, Mexico
3.- Asian Continent: Site in Tokyo, Japan
4.- African Continent: Site to be defined
5.- Oceanic Continent: Site in Sidney, Australia.
Note: The continental sites can change if the organizing groups decide to do so.

Second:
The Intercontinental Gathering for Humanity and Against Neoliberalism,
from July 27th to August 3rd of 1996, in the Zapatista “Aguascalientes”, Chiapas, Mexico.

on that we will find the way to participate directly, wherever it is held.

Brothers and sisters:
We continue to be uncomfortable.  What the theorists of neoliberalism tell us is false:  that
everything is under control, including everything that isn’t under control.

We are not the escape valve for the rebellion that could destabilize neoliberalism.  It is
false that our rebel existence  legitimates the Power.

The Power fears us.  That is why it pursues us and fences us in. That is why it jails and
kills us.

In R/reality, we are the possibility that it can be defeated and made to disappear.

Maybe there are not so many of us, but we are men and women who struggle for human-
ity, who struggle against neoliberalism.

We are men and women who struggle around the world.

We are men and women who want for the five continents:

Democracy!

Liberty!

Justice!

From the mountains of the Mexican Southeast.

The Indigenous Revolutionary Clandestine Committee—General Command of the
Zapatista Army of National Liberation.

La Realidad (Reality), planet Earth, August, 1996.

*  [Text published in La Jornada (8/4/96:10-11) and translated by Chiapas Urgent Call for
the NCDM.  Throughout, wordplay on the community’s name, La Realidad, and the
concept of ‘reality’ has been written: “R/reality.”  All text in square brackets was added by
translator.]
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With the following Bases:

AGENDA:
Table 1.
- Economic aspects of how one lives under neoliberalism, how one resists, how one
struggles and proposals of struggle against it and for humanity.
Table 2.-
Political aspects of how one lives under neoliberalism, how one resists, how one struggles
and proposals of struggle against it and for humanity.
Table 3.
- Social aspects of how one lives under neoliberalism, how one resists, how one struggles
and proposals of struggle against it and for humanity.
Table 4.-
Cultural aspects of how one lives under neoliberalism, how one resists, how one
struggles and proposals of struggle against it and for humanity.

ORGANIZATION:
The preparation meetings in Europe, Asia, Africa and Oceania will be organized by the
Committees in Solidarity with the Zapatista Rebellion, related organisms, and citizen-
ship groups interested in the struggle against neoliberalism and for humanity. We call
upon groups of all countries so that they work united in the organization and achieve-
ment of the preparation assemblies. The intercontinental gathering for humanity and
against neoliberalism, to be celebrated from July 27th to August 3rd of 1996 in Chiapas,
Mexico, will be organized by the EZLN and by citizens and Mexican non- governmental
organizations that will be made known in opportune time.

For the whole world:  Democracy!  Liberty!  Justice!  From whatever reality of whichever
continent!

Brothers and sisters:
We do not propose that those of us who are present here sign this declaration and that this
encounter end today.

We propose that the intercontinental encounter for humanity and against neoliberalism
continue on every continent, in every country, in each rural area and city, in each house,
school or workplace where human beings live who want a better world.

The indigenous communities have taught us that to resolve a problem, no matter how
great it may be, it is always good to consult all of the people we are.  That is why we
propose that this declaration be distributed around the world and that a consultation be
carried out, at least in all the countries in attendance, on the following question:

Do you agree to subscribe to the Second Declaration of Reality for Humanity and Against
Neoliberalism?

We propose that this “Intercontinental Consultation for Humanity and Against
Neoliberalism” be realised on the five continents during the first two weeks of December,
1996.

We propose that we organise this consultation in the same way that this encounter was
organised, that all of us who attended and those who couldn’t attend but who accompa-
nied us from afar in this encounter, organise and carry out the consultation.  We propose
that we make use of all the possible and impossible media in order to consult with the
greatest number of human beings on the five continents.  The intercontinental consultation
is part of the resistance we are organising and one way of making contacts and encounters
with other resistance’s.  Part of a new way of doing political work in the world, that is
what the intercontinental consultation wants to be.

Not only that.  We also propose that we already call people to the Second Intercontinental
Encounter for Humanity and Against Neoliberalism.

We propose that it be carried out in the second half of 1997 and that it be in the European
continent.  We propose that the
exact date and place of the
encuentro be defined by the
brothers and sisters of Europe
in a meeting they hold after
this first encounter.

We all hope that there will be
this second intercontinental
encounter and that it be held,
of course, on another conti-
nent.  When this second
encounter is held, we want to
make it clear from this moment



ACCREDITATION: The accreditation for the preparation assemblies in the 5 continents
will be made by the organizing committees formed in Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania, and
America, respectively. The accreditations for the gathering in Chiapas, Mexico, will be
done by the committees in solidarity with the Zapatista rebellion, with the people of
Chiapas, and with the people of Mexico, in their respective countries; and in Mexico, by
the organizing commission, which will be known in opportune time.

General and Intercontinental Note: All which has not been completed by this convoca-
tion will be resolved by the respective organizing committees regarding the continental
preparation assemblies, and by the intercontinental organizing committees regarding
the gathering in Chiapas, Mexico.

Brothers and Sisters:
Humanity lives in the chest of us all and, like the heart, it prefers to be on the left side. We
must find it, we must find ourselves.

It is not necessary to conquer the world. It is sufficient with making it new. Us. Today.

Democracy! Liberty! Justice!

From the mountains of the Mexican Southeast.
By the Clandestine Indigenous Revolutionary Committee General Command of the
Zapatista Army of National Liberation.

S u b c o m a n d a n t e
Insurgente Marcos.
Mexico, January of
1996
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For civil society, for full rights for
women in every aspect, for the respect
of elders, youth, and children, for the
defence and protection of the environ-
ment.

For intelligence, for culture, for educa-
tion, for truth.

For liberty, for tolerance, for inclusion,
for having memory.

For humanity.

We declare:
First.  That we will make a collective
network of all our particular struggles
and resistance’s.  An intercontinental
network of resistance against
neoliberalism, an intercontinental
network of resistance for humanity.

This intercontinental network of
resistance, recognising differences and
acknowledging similarities, will search
to find itself with other resistance’s
around the world.  This intercontinental
network of resistance will be the
medium in which distinct resistance’s
may support one another. This inter-
continental network of resistance is not

an organising structure; it doesn’t have a central head or decision maker; it has no central
command or hierarchies.  We are the network, all of us who resist.

Second.  That we will make a network of communication among all our struggles and
resistance’s.  An intercontinental network of alternative communication against
neoliberalism, an intercontinental network of alternative communication for humanity.

This intercontinental network of alternative communication will search to weave the
channels so that words may travel all the roads that resist.  This intercontinental network
of alternative communication will be the medium by which distinct resistance’s communi-
cate with one another.

This intercontinental network of alternative communication is not an organising structure,
nor has a central head or decision maker, nor does it have a central command or hierar-
chies.  We are the network, all of us who speak and listen.

This we declare:
To speak and to listen for humanity and against neoliberalism.  To resist and struggle for
humanity and against neoliberalism.



by Massimo De Angelis (massimo@uel.ac.uk)

We Begin but we follow on
We follow on and yet we begin
We will meet again

(Subcomandante Marcos)

 After the aseptic dinner offered by British Airways, Liona tells me her reason for
going to Berlin.  She tells me she wants to find her roots, she is meeting there with her
father, cousins and other relatives.  They will all go visit where her grandfather used
to live, and then they will go to Dachau, to see where her grandfather was last seen.
She is a mid 40 year old Jewish woman from Israel she is a direct descendant of the
holocaust.  She is angry and uneasy to land in Germany, where she has never been
before.  She tells me she is so angry, an anger that she carries with herself all the
time, an anger that grows all the time she addresses the question, without finding an
answer that would make sense: why?

What a coincidence! Liona goes to Berlin to find her roots, roots of a family tragedy
shared with other millions of people.  I go to find what are the elements of hope for a
new life, a new human society.  Liona goes to get in touch with the tragic brutality of
Nazism.  I go to get in touch with the tragic brutality of Neoliberalism.  And then, I
think, wait a minute, the Nazis got to power after the failure of Old-liberalism, when
old-liberalism got stuck in the Soviet Revolution, the great depression, and the world
wide circulation of struggles.  Nazism was German' capital way to deal with this crisis
and these struggles.  This is something to keep in mind.

Yes, Marcos was right to suggest Berlin for the European site of the First conference
against neoliberalism and for humanity.  In Berlin East and West meet, but also
North and South.  In Berlin they check underground tickets with dogs and the police
are not only nasty (like in every other country) but also look so.  In Berlin you can
stare into the eyes of the face of our repression, and also that of our consumerist
contentment.  But East and West, the police were nasty also before, still, this did not
prevent the wall from falling.  Right, the wall.  It was half past one in the morning in
Alexander plaza tube station where a fifteen year old punk- looking girl tells me there

The world with the many worlds that the world needs continues.

Humanity, recognising itself to be plural, different, inclusive, tolerant of itself, with hope
continues.

The human and rebel voice, consulted on the five continents in order to become a network
of voices and of resistance’s continues.

The voice of all the people we are, the voice that speaks this Second Declaration of Reality
for Humanity and Against Neo liberalism continues.

Brothers and sisters of Africa, Asia, America, Europe, and Oceania:

Considering that we are:
Against the international order of death, against the globalization of war and armaments.

Against dictatorships, against authoritarianism, against repression.

Against the politics of economic liberalisation, against hunger, against poverty, against
robbery, against corruption.

Against patriarchy, against xenophobia, against discrimination, against racism, against
crime, against the destruction of the environment, against militarism.

Against stupidity, against lies, against ignorance.

Against slavery, against intolerance, against injustice, against marginalisation, against
forgetfulness.

Against neoliberalism.

Considering that we are:
For the international order of hope, for a new, just, and dignified peace.

For a new politics, for democracy, for political liberties.

For justice, for life, and dignified work.

The REALIDAD
in Europe:

an account of the first European meeting
against neoliberalism and for humanity

Berlin 30 May - 2 June 1996



This encounter doesn’t end in R/reality.  It just so happens that now it must search for a
place to continue on.

But what next?

A new number in the useless enumeration of the numerous international orders?

A new scheme that calms and alleviates the anguish of a lack of recipes?

A global program for world revolution?

A theorisation of Utopia so that it can continue to maintain a prudent distance from the
reality that anguishes us?

An “organigram” that assures all of us a position, a task, a title, and no work?

The echo continues, the reflected image of the possible and forgotten: the possibility and
necessity of speaking and listening.

Not the echo that peters out or the force that decreases after its highest apex.

Yes, the echo that breaks barriers and continues.

The echo of small distinction, the local and particular, reverberating in the echo of great
distinction, the intercontinental and galactic.

The echo that recognises the existence of the other and does not overpower or attempt to
silence the other.

The echo that takes its place and speaks its own voice and speaks the voice of the other.

The echo that reproduces its own sound and opens itself to the sound of the other.

The echo of this rebel voice transforming itself and renewing itself in other voices.

An echo that turns itself into many voices, into a network of voices that, before the
deafness of the Power, opts to speak to itself, knowing itself to be one and many, acknowl-
edging itself to be equal in its desire to listen and be listened to, recognising itself as
different in the tonalities and levels of voices forming it.

A network of voices that resist the war that the Power wages on them.

A network of voices that not only speak, but also struggle and resist for humanity and
against neoliberalism.

A network of voices that are born resisting, reproducing their resistance in other even
quieter or lonelier voices.

A network that covers the five continents and helps to resist the death that the Power
promises us.

The great pocket of voices, sounds that search for their place, fitting with others continues.

The great torn pocket, that keeps the best of itself and opens itself for what’s better to be
born and to grow continues.

The mirror-pocket of voices, the world in which sounds may be listened to separately,
recognising their specificity, the world in which sounds may include themselves in one
great sound continues.

The reproduction of resistance’s, the “I am not resigned,” the “I am a rebel” continues.
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are no more trains in the direction towards where I want to go.  It turns out we are
going the same way.  We walk and she tells me she was seven at the time (so long time
ago!), and her father did not like it because he was a soldier - "no, not a high ranking
one" she reassures me - and her mother too did not like it because she was a teacher
and she had to go back to university.  They are both unemployed now.  Anne tells me
she now lives with her parents who don't mind her coming home so late.  Nine of them
in six rooms, five brothers and sisters, and her boyfriend., not so bad, but a weird
composition for a patriarchal nuclear family.  She tells me she was just released by the
police who stopped her few hours earlier because she was hanging around the street
with some friends having fun.  The police joked about her look, and beat her head with
the club.  She showed me it was swollen right there, in the shaved part of her head.
She also tells me that she has dropped out of school, but next year she will go back.
Her hope is to continue to carry on with what she calls "street life".  When I ask her
what she means by it she shake her shoulder and says "I don't know".

So this is Berlin as I have experienced it, minus the meeting, that took most of the rest
of my time.  The info point was at Mheringof, in the Kreuzberg area.  This was a big
building (or two?), two courtyards one of which had outside tables and a pub selling
nice German beer.  There was a big boiler and a table selling something that must
have been soy stew with potatoes.  It was tasty, and a large bowl cost 4DM, and an
even larger one 6DM.  Not bad.  The comrades in Berlin had put effort into making
affordable food available, although at times I was met with a 2.5DM price tag for a
small, tiny somoza.  "In solidarity," was the explanation.

 It was 7 o'clock on Thursday evening when I arrived, and a big welcoming banner in



several languages was at the entrance.  One thing about these meetings that always
hit me is their colour.  Entering the yard in Mharingof was like leaving the grey tones
of a black and white film and entering a colour one.  Posters, graffiti, banners, people's
T-shirts, hair, eyes, skin.  (Right, skin.  I must say that the there were not many
blacks around , the European population from Africa was definitively under repre-
sented).  And the colour hits you in a different way as it hits you when you enter a
supermarket.  Apart from the Trotskists who will abandon their disguise during the
meetings in the following days, nobody really seems to want to sell you anything here.
Once you arrive at the meeting point you know you are going to meet with someone
who communicates on the same wavelength as you, and you will remember his or her
colours.  And you will read a poster and you recognise its message and remember the
picture.  Colours in this context are not a means to an end like in a supermarket, but
they come with the end, with the communication.

At the info desk they have my name.  They show me a map and I realise the meeting
will be spread all around Berlin (Also the accommodation will be distributed within a
large area.  But, I did not hear of anybody remaining without a roof).  This, I think, is
a bit frustrating.  The nice thing about meetings is that you meet.  And you meet
especially after meeting.  It is then when you discuss, exchange opinions, ideas, laugh,
try to convince each other, joke or simply have fun.  This of course is facilitated if you
all meet in the same area.  But anyway, the good thing is that Mheriongof was a
centre that everybody passed by in the evening.

This is the structure of the meeting.  On Thursday there were some organisational
meetings which I missed.  On Friday morning the general plenary which officially
opened the First European Meeting Against Neoliberalism and for Humanity.  Then in
the afternoon and the entire following day workshops on different themes.  Friday and
Saturday evenings, the meeting of the delegates from each workshop; so as to inform
everybody else of what was going on and decide the structure and content of the final
assembly on Sunday.  After the assembly, the meetings would be closed with a demon-
stration.

The plenary on Friday was therefore the first act, the public prelude where everybody
met.  Even if these sort of things are a bit boring (after all a parade of six speakers is a
bit much) and don't allow much time for intervention from the floor, debates and lively
arguments, this initial plenary provided the opportunity to hear a selection of different
approaches to a common theme.  And there were many, many, many perspectives on a
common theme, many possible "vanishing lines" starting from a same point, from the
same theme.  The question of the identification of our enemy, neoliberalism? Or
capitalism? Or either plus patriarchy? Plus racism? Or does neoliberalism, or capital-
ism, include these and more?

Many of us of course had our own answer, but I want to press on, because the point is
that despite our differences in the act of making sense of our enemy, we were meeting;
we were all trying to put a name to it.  With the act of describing our enemy the
question was: how many ways were there to experience our enemy? We experience
neoliberlism (or whatever) in the act of consumerist colonisation of our minds, or in
the cuts in hospital beds, or the increase in unemployment, or privatisation and

That is why we, the Zapatistas, have proposed to struggle for a better government here in
Mexico.  We are struggling to have a government that is even a little intelligent and that
understands that dignity doesn’t know about passports, visas, and other absurdities.  This
is what we are about now, and we will surely achieve it.

But while this is going on, we ask in the name of the indigenous communities, when you
pass the immigration checkpoints on your way out that you do us the favour of congratu-
lating the Mexican government on the success it achieved with the fence put up against an
indigenous rebel movement that, it is plainly evident, only has any influence in four
municipalities of the south-eastern Mexican state of Chiapas.

Some of the best rebels from the five continents arrived in the mountains of the Mexican
Southeast.  All of them brought their ideas, their hearts, their worlds.  To find themselves
among other ideas, other reasons, other worlds, for that they arrived at R/reality.

A world made of many worlds found itself these days in the mountains of the Mexican
Southeast.  A world made of many worlds opened a space and established its right to be
possible, raised the banner of being necessary, fastened to the middle of the earth’s R/
reality to announce a better future. A world of all the worlds that rebel and resist the
Power, a world of all the worlds that inhabit this world opposing cynicism, a  world that
struggles for humanity and against neoliberalism.  This was  the world that we lived these
days; this is the world that we found here....
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intensification of work in a Russian-Italian-German-French factory, or increased
marginalisation of women, etc.  etc.  How many perspectives, how many sensuous
ways are there to say this is it, this is what our enemy is doing to us, these are the
ways our dignity is taken away from us.

Oh yes, dignity.  Now, if the city of Berlin symbolises the geographical point of encoun-
ter of East and West, North and South, misery and contentment, oppression and
struggle, the idea of dignity is where our experience of oppression and our drive to get
rid of it and constitute a new realidad meet.  This is I think what the Zapatistas have
taught us, the point at which revolution is not eternal return (like in the movement of
stars and planets), but rupture, going beyond.  "En el poder pesa el dinero, en el
rebelde pesa la dignidad" "Dignity still escapes the logic of the market and gets its
weight and value where it really counts, - in the heart.  .  .  ".  Is this petty
voluntarism? Is this romanticism? I don't think so.  You had to see the show in the last
plenary on Sunday.

An actor on the stage of this very nice congress hall spraying all sort of disgusting
stuff on himself, dirtying himself and his clothes, his long black hair getting sticky and
such disgusting show got worse when he embraced the symbol of neoliberalim, hugged
it, offered himself to it, and the symbol stared at us and him immobile, eternal, like
the skeleton it was.  But then, Ya Basta, Ya basta what? Ya basta the loss of dignity.
Ya basta the dirt, ya basta being humble in front of his oppressor.  A big bucket in
front of him full of water and he starts to wash.  Such a refreshing show.  He washes
his face, his hair.  He undresses and washes his body, while someone else, starts to
pick up the rubbish around him, and mops the floor of the stage.  And a voice says
"lack of dignity is not waterproof" "neoliberalism is not waterproof" (now this is a good
line).  I never thought about that.  The big artificial monster, neoliberalism, versus
water, the most natural of the natural elements, symbol of cleaning and freshness.  It
was like expressing the old radical truth in a more spiritual way, in a way much more
directed to the senses rather than to the brain: profit and boundless work versus needs
and aspirations.  It was all so refreshing.

At the end, he lights a big lump of incense, leaves the stage and starts to walk among
the public, in an act of spiritual cleansing of our bodies, many people offered them-
selves to participate in this new improvised ritual, this game with a political meaning,
like saying yes companeros, lets clean all this sheisse.[1] Until the security guard
rushed into him and grabbed his arms saying "Gegen die Bestimmungen der
Feuerverordnung" (It's against the fire regulation) like the people around him could
not deal with a live coal on the floor, like we were not alert, like we needed someone
invested with authority to regulate our ritual for dignity, for humanity and against
neoliberalism.  We, of course, did not let him have his way, and he, of course, was only
doing his job.

So, finally, the question, of how to go beyond our relation with our enemy.  How to be
for humanity.  How? How? So, here is a selection of thoughts, which I will not at-
tribute to any individual person, but I like to think all come out of the same collective
brain, all come out of our collective senses, and if they look contradictory, well then,
this is not the limitation, but the condition upon which to build our strength.  Because

So it was that this intercontinental encounter began.  It was initiated on all the continents,
in all the countries, in all the places where any man or woman began to say and say to
themselves, “Enough already!”

Who can say in what precise locale, and at what exact hour and date this intercontinental
encounter for humanity and against neoliberalism began?  We don’t know.  But we do
know who initiated it.  All the rebels  around the world started it.  Here, we are only a
small part of those  rebels, it’s true.  But to all the diverse fences that all the rebels of  the
world break every day, you have added one more rupture, that of the  fence around the
Zapatista R/reality.

In order to achieve that, you had to struggle against your respective governments and
then confront the “fence” of papers and procedures with which the Mexican government
thought to detain you.  You are all fighters, men and women who break through fences of
all kinds.  That’s why you made it to R/reality.  Maybe you can’t yet see the greatness of
your achievement, but we do see it.

That is why we want to ask your forgiveness for the stupidity of the Mexican government
that, by means of its immigration agents, has done everything possible to impede your
arrival at these Zapatista lands.  These agents of idiocy-made-government believe that
passports and permits are still necessary in order to speak and listen to dignity.  We are
sure that all of you will know how to comprehend why this imbecility believes that
nationality divides human beings.  We ask that you pardon them.  After all, we have to
thank the Mexican government that has reminded us that we are all different, even though
it has done so with this poor exhibition.  But we also have to thank the indigenous com-
munities who received us these days, they who have reminded us that we are all equal.
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I am the writer here and I have the power to dismantle the introductory panel, and
make of it a new thing.

946 of us are here, the announcement comes right at the beginning.  If each of us
represent only 10 people, there are almost 10,000 of us here.  And what do we want?
"Not to conquer the world.  Just to build another one." Of course any disenchanted
materialist would immediately argue that to make one anew we have first to conquer
it.  Is it? Will the eternal question of the assault on the winter palace always be with
us? We will start to live only after: after midnight, after the revolution, after we have
dealt with the white guard, after we have dealt with the foreign enemies, after the
war, after the peace, after the competitor has been beaten, after the traitor has been
shot, after the nazis have been defeated, after, after, after.  And to keep us in silence,
and swallow another frustrated "after", the power of an ideology above us, above
everybody: "you shall restrain voicing your needs because there is no time now,
because we have not power yet." No, what do we need power, I mean, that power, for?
This time we start from needs and aspiration, we first start to voice them in ways
everybody can understand them, and not only those who have been educated in
radical-trotskist-anarchist-socialist- comunist-all-you-can-eat circles.  Because commu-
nism is for the common people, for that guy rushing a hamburger down his throat at
McDonald; for that woman walking about with two children and four shopping bags;
and so many others.  So many other minorities making up the majority of us.

We start now to voice needs and aspiration without the fear to be labelled "revision-
ist", "traitors" "social-democratic", because we are beyond all this, we are beyond the
old dichotomies.  We want to build another world.  Period.  This is the starting point.

But there are those who do not resign themselves, there are those who decide to be
uncomfortable, there are those who do not sell themselves, there are those who do not
surrender themselves.  There are, around the world, those who resist being annihilated in
this war.  There are those who decide to fight.

In any place in the world, anytime, any man or woman rebels to the point of tearing off the
clothes that resignation has woven for them and that cynicism has dyed grey.  Any man,
any woman, of whatever colour in whatever tongue, says and says to himself, to herself,
“Enough already”—Ya Basta!

Enough already of lies.  Enough already of crime.  Enough already of death. “Enough
already of war,” any man, any woman, says and says to himself, to herself.

In whatever part of any of the five continents any man, any woman, eagerly resists the
Power and constructs his own, her own, road that doesn’t imply the loss of dignity and
hope.

Any man or any woman decides to live and struggle for his part, her part, in history.  No
longer does the Power dictate his steps, her steps; no longer does the Power administer life
and decide death.

Any man or any woman responds to death with life.  And responds to the nightmare by
dreaming and struggling against war, against neoliberalism, for humanity....

For struggling for a better world all of us are fenced in, threatened with death.  The fence
is reproduced globally.  In every continent, every city, every rural area, every house, the
Power’s fence of war closes in on the rebels whom humanity always thanks.

But fences are broken.  In every house, in every rural area, in every city, in every state, in
every country, on every continent the rebels, that the history of humanity repeats along its
entire course to assure itself of hope, struggle and the fence shakes.

The rebels search each other out.  They walk towards one another.  They find each other
and together break other fences.  In the rural areas and cities, in the states, in the nations,
on the continents, the rebels begin to recognise themselves, to know themselves to be
equal and different.  They continue on their fatiguing walk, walking as it is now necessary
to walk, that is to say, struggling....

A R/reality spoke to them then.  Rebels from the five continents heard it and set off
walking.

To arrive at the intercontinental R/reality, each one has had to make his own, her own,
road.  From the five arms of the star of the world, the step of men and women, whose
dignified word searched for the place to  be spoken and heard, has arrived at R/reality,
the place of the encounter.

It was necessary to break through many fences to arrive to break through the fence around
R/reality.  There are different fences.  In ours, one must get past the police, customs
officials, tanks, cannons,  trenches, planes, helicopters, rain, mud, insects.  Each one of the
rebels from the five continents has his own, her own, fence, own  struggle, and a broken
fence to add to the memory of other rebels.
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Who will negate our right to build another world? Will they send the army against us?
Will they build new concentration camps? Will they shoot at us in the street? In the
jungles? Of course they will.  They have always done it.  Now, that will be a question
of power, of a power relation of us vis a vis them.  But we don't want power for our-
selves at the exclusion of others.

Can we get out of our ghetto and enter into an offensive dialogue with society and
political parties? Some part of this collective brain said that neoliberalism is best
described as capitalism without limit.  But we people we do have a limit.  But no form
of capitalism has limit.  Can we ever understand this? If we could just stop and think
for a moment, the reason of being of profit making.  How much money is enough? And
if money is power, then it presupposes powerlessness.  But in Russia, neoliberalism is
a recent term, and it carries a positive meaning.  Nobody understand that in Russia
people are still living neoliberalism after the privatisation and its effect.  No, every
intellectual claims that we need liberalism and after that people will be fine.  Ah, yes,
the "after" argument.  Again, and in new form, in the Russian case.  Is there a link
between neoliberalism and the exploitation of women? Or their oppression? Is there
hope against this in re-tuning our senses? For a different use of seeing, hearing,
feeling.  We must have a different use of our senses, says a feminine part of our
collective brain, while the masculine one will interrogate from the floor: "what do you
mean?", "I don't understand".

Enough with the idea of yielding power on other people.  Let us deal with the taboo in
our society.  A taboo is what separates us, like sex, like money.  Yes money, what is it?
What do we use it for? To buy things, and this depends on our beliefs, our priorities.
Why don't we communicate, why don't we ask what does it mean to belong, what does
it mean to be lesbian, gay, unemployed, factory worker, student, black.  The feminine

The globalization of markets is erasing borders for speculation and crime and multiplying
them for human beings.  Countries are obligated to erase their national borders when it
comes to the circulation of money but to multiply their internal borders.

Neoliberalism doesn’t turn countries into only one country, it turns each one of them into
many countries.

The lie of unipolarity and internationalisation turns itself into a nightmare of war, a
fragmented war, again and again, so many times that nations are pulverised.  In this world
that the Power is globalizing in order to get around the obstacles to its war of conquest,
national governments are turned into the military underlings of a new world war against
humanity.

From the stupid career of nuclear armament, destined to annihilate humanity in one blow
with nuclear weapons, it has gone to the absurd militarization of all aspects of the life of
national societies, a militarization destined to annihilate humanity in many blows, in
many places, and in many ways. What were formerly known as “national armies” are
turning into simple units of a greater army, the one that neoliberalism arms and leads
against humanity.  The end of the so-called Cold War didn’t stop the arming of the world,
it only changed the model of this mortal merchandising:  weapons of all sizes and for all
kinds of criminal tastes. More and more, not only are the so-called “institutional” armies
armed, but also the armies that drug trafficking builds up to assure its empire.  More or
less  rapidly, national societies are being militarised and the armies supposedly created to
protect their borders from foreign enemies are turning their cannons and rifles around and
aiming them inward.

It is not possible for neoliberalism to become the world’s reality without the argument of
death served up by institutional and private armies, without the gag served up by prisons,
without the blows and assassinations served up by the military and police.  National
repression is the necessary premise for the globalization that neoliberalism imposes.

The more neoliberalism advances as a global system, the more numerous grow the
weapons and the ranks of the armies and national police. The numbers of the imprisoned,
the disappeared, and the assassinated in different countries also grows.

A world war:  the most brutal, the most complete, the most universal, the most effective.

Each country, each city, each rural area, each house, each person, everything is a large or
small battleground.  On the one side is neoliberalism with all its repressive power and all
its machinery of death; on the other side is the human being.

There are those who resign themselves to being one more number in the huge bolsa—
pouch/purse/exchange—of Power.  There are those who resign themselves to being
slaves.  He who is also master to other slaves cynically walks the slave’s horizontal ladder.
In exchange for the bad life and the crumbs that Power hands out, there are those who sell
themselves, resign themselves, surrender themselves.  In any part of the world, there are
slaves who say they are happy being slaves.  In any part of the world there are men and
women who stop being human and take their place in the gigantic market that trades in
dignities.
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use of our senses, is this it? Is it identification? Is this reality not as external objective
but as lived experience? We have to take minorities into account.  And there are many,
minorities, so many that their sum makes the majority of us.  We are divided, because
divide and conquer is the enemy's strategy.  So we lobby, but by lobbying we accept the
taboo, our status as minority.  Yes, like the minority represented by the striking
French workers in December.  It was a great social movement, in which tendencies of
self-organisation developed together with a struggle against a particular European
form of neoliberalism, Maastricht.  But this social movement did not have political
expression.  Besides, the politics of worsening living condition in France started under
a left wing government.  We need a different reality to counterpoise to the existing
one, the one we cannot accept.  We need an autonomous government by the workers.
But who are the workers? Are the workers one of the minorities? I mean, workers as
we generally understand them.

A young part of the collective brain intervenes and says that this is old stuff, that we
will not get the youth with us if we insist on old analyses, that we don't want to
abolish capitalism, only find a new solution.  So, some don't like the word abolish.  It
seems more and more an academic question.  Are we for the abolishment of capitalism
or not, or for finding a solution within it? In the first half there is the disenchantment
of those who think that the problem is with the system, that we must abolish it and
then we will be liberated.  It is the old "after" argument.  In the second half there is
the idea that the priority is not confrontation but needs, real issues, here and now,
that if we start from these we could convince those with power over us to give it up.  I
am for a healthy compromise.  Let us start from real concrete sensuous needs and
aspirations, start to voice them, and organise around them.  No, we are not for con-
frontation.  We don't want to ask for it.  However, will they be prepared to give up
their power, their factories, their resources, their land, their means of communication,
their means of socialisation, their means of transport, their brain- colonising consum-
erist values, their advertising agencies, their arm trade, their neoliberalist sheisse,
their boundless profit motive, their undemocratic parliamentary democracy, their
exclusion of grassroots power, their strategies to divide us into a wage hierarchy to
better conquer us? If they do, there is no reason for confrontation.  But if they don't,
confrontation is no longer an academic question.  So yes, let us start from needs, and
be warned that even if we don't want confrontation, there is a very much high chance
that we may get it.  So it is better to be prepared for it.

The collective brain splits into 24 groups, into 24 workshops.  I went to a couple of
them, and this was already too much.  The one I went to was on the social movement
in France and class struggle in Europe.  It was spread over two days, Friday and
Saturday, and the aim was the discussion of self organisation in Europe, how the
struggle against neoliberalism was carrying on, to connect with each other, limits and
strengths of our efforts, etc.  Yet again, too much space was given to the panellist.  I
voiced it, and the second day it was better.  But when in the first day the discussion
finally started, we all witnessed the parade of various Trotskyists organisations
presenting general statements about capitalism and concluding about the needs of a
workers party (This, I was told by other comrades attending other groups, was a
common problem for many workshops, especially the first day).

history in order to rediscover itself in R/reality.

May Asia speak and explain the gigantic leap of its heart to arrive and beat in R/reality.
May Africa speak and describe the lengthy sailing of its restless image to come to reflect
upon itself in R/reality.  May Oceania speak and tell of the multiple flight of its thought to
go rebounding away until it rested in R/reality.  May America speak and remember the
increased feeling of its hope to arrive, remembering, to the point of renewing itself in R/
reality.

May the five continents speak and everyone listen.  May humanity suspend for a moment
its silence of shame and anguish.  May humanity speak. May humanity listen....

In the world of those who live in the Power and kill for the Power, the human being
doesn’t fit, there is no space for hope, no place for tomorrow. Slavery or death is the
alternative that their world offers all worlds.  The world of money, their world, governs
from the stock exchanges.  Speculation is today the principal source of enrichment and, at
the same time, the best demonstration of the atrophy of the human being’s capacity to
work.  Work is no longer necessary in order to produce wealth; now all that’s needed is
speculation.

Crimes and wars are carried out so that the global stock exchanges may be pillaged by one
or another.

Meanwhile, millions of women, millions of youths, millions of indigenous, millions of
homosexuals, millions of human beings of all races and colors only participate in the
financial markets as a devalued currency worth always less and less, the currency of their
blood making profits.
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You may add that all this was translated in four languages, so the pain of the slow-
ness of the communication added to the pedantry of the message.  Oh, yes, the transla-
tions.  I must say that a tremendous effort was put to allow translations to occur.
There were four official languages (German, French, Spanish and English).  In the
plenary translation was simultaneous, so all of us got this nice little wireless device
where we could select our preferred language, but in the workshops it was more
artisan.  We were split into different groups around the meeting room, and each group
had a personal translator.  This slowed down the meeting enormously, but it worked.
It reduced however the ability for interacting.  The translator may miss something,
may summarise a concept that you think should not be summarised, or give a flavour
that indeed is different from the one intended by the speaker.  Furthermore, you
cannot intervene and say "hey, what the hell you are talking about", because the
translator must be told, must agree in breaking the procedure.  In other words, the
fact we have different languages in a meeting is a pain, and confines us in rules of
procedures which are difficult to act upon, but it is at the same time very educational,
because it teaches us patience.

Sergei from Russia comes to see me after the first day's meeting and asks what I think
about all these calls for a workers party.  I say that it is indecent, that we should not
come out with general statements, that we should talk about real issues, real problems
faced by the self-organisation in Europe, and ways to overcome it.  He agrees, and tells
me he is shocked to hear this stuff in Berlin, that he knows, coming from Russia, what
all that meant, that we should forbid them to talk.  I say the best way is to win the
argument and I predict for the next day their silence.  After all, they had their state-
ments, if we ignore them they don't have anything more to say.  They are not equipped
to talk about the here and now, the concrete ways to move forward.  I was right.

The following morning the real debate started.  A comrade from the French rail
workers started to describe the strength of self- organisation in France during the last
autumn strikes.  And we all tuned in.  Intervention from Turkey, Greece, a group of
unemployed in Paris, etc., things started to flow, trying to address concrete issues.
But wait a minute.  Where were the Italians? Anybody from COBAS? Where were the
dockers from Liverpool? How many other groups around Europe could have come,
could have brought their experience to this meeting; open up with us the problem of
their organisations, start to discuss links among us? So I make the proposal that next
time, because we are going to have a next time, the organisation of the continental
meetings should have some national representatives in charge of the co-ordination of
national participation.  This NOT in order to exclude people and groups.  On the
contrary, so as to go around the country and invite-promote-suggest-beg groups of
workers-activists-trouble makers-artists, that their presence is important, that they
should come and offer it to us, so as we can all learn and build connections.

So these were the themes of my group: workers party; no workers party but self-
organization; general strike in Europe for a 35 hours working week; why 35 hours?
Systematic reduction in the working week; reduction of working time is good only for
those who have work, those with low wages and casual labour need higher wages to
have the power to refuse to work; proletarian shopping and redistribution of wealth to
the marginalised in Paris; difficulty of organisation in Turkish working class commu-

cover, that cared for and launched it anew, so that it might arrive far away and circle the
world.  The crazy insanity of a convocation of the five continents to reflect critically on our
past, our present, and our future, found that it wasn’t alone in its delirium, and soon
insanities from the whole planet began to work on bringing the dream to rest in Reality, to
bathe it in the mud, grow it under the rain, moisten it under the sun, speak it with the
other, go drawing it, giving it form and body.

As to what happened in these days, much will be written later. Today we can say that we
are certain of at least one thing.  A dream dreamed in the five continents can come to make
itself real in R/reality. Who now will be able to tell us that dreaming is lovely but futile?
Who now will be able to argue that dreams, however many the dreamers, cannot become a
reality?

How is joy dreamed in Africa?  What marvels walk in the European dream? How many
tomorrows does the dream enclose in Asia?  To what music does the American dream
dance?  How does the heart speak that dreams in Oceania?

To whom does it matter how and what we dream here or in any part of the world?  Who
are they who dare to convene with their dream all the dreams of the world?  What’s
happening in the mountains of the Mexican Southeast that finds echo and mirror in the
streets of Europe, suburbs of Asia, rural areas of America, townships of Africa, and houses
of Oceania?  What’s happening with the peoples of these five continents that, so we are all
told, only encountered each other to make war or compete?  Wasn’t this turn of the
century synonymous with despair, bitterness, and cynicism?  From where and how did all
these dreams arrive at R/reality?

May Europe speak and recount the long bridge of its gaze that crossed the Atlantic and



nities; circulation of struggles; social wage; class composition and difficulty of organi-
sation; trade union bureaucracies have betrayed the workers in France; trade union
bureaucracies have always betrayed the working class and the point is to understand
what were the conditions that allowed this to happen; trade union bureaucracies are
incapable of internationalism so this is left to self-organisation; Liverpool dockers as
an example of modern anti-neoliberalism struggle on a global level; how does their
struggle acquire significance for the unemployed in Paris, part- time women workers
in London, students in Berlin, factory workers in Warsaw? Is it possible to build the
circulation of our self-organisation on the basis of minimum concrete demands and
circulation?

 In other words, the topics discussed and issues raised in this workshop were at times
opposite (workers party vs self- organisation) at times complementary (self organisa-
tion of the French strikers - what can we learn and how to move forward).  I am sure
in other workshops too there was a variety of positions often contradictory, and lots of
energy had to go on questions of method, of categories used, of problems different
people felt relevant, in ways to approach the monster and make sense of it.  In my
workshop on self-organisation in Europe, the general sense I had was that the notion
of the struggling subjects was exclusively defined within the labour market and that
there was not much discussion of the relation between antagonist forms and constitu-
tive processes of a new realidad (the "for humanity" in the title of the meeting).

I have to tell you something that has been very instructive in the frustration it has
generated, and the limitation and strength of our experience of direct democracy.  On
Saturday evening we had the meeting of the delegates from the workshops.  This was
supposed to be the forum within which to decide the organisation of the final day, the
content of the final plenary.  How to close? With a declaration or not, and what to

Words of the Zapatista Army of National Liberation in the closing act of the First Intercon-
tinental Encounter for Humanity and Against Neoliberalism [read by Subcomandante
Insurgente Marcos].

Through my voice speaks the voice of the Zapatista Army of National Liberation. La
Realidad (Reality), Planet Earth. August 3rd, 1996.

Brothers and sisters of the whole world: Brothers and sisters of Africa, America, Asia,
Europe, and Oceania:

Brothers and sisters attending the First Intercontinental Encounter for Humanity and
Against Neoliberalism:
Welcome to the Zapatista R/reality. Welcome to this territory in struggle for humanity.
Welcome to this territory in rebellion against neoliberalism.

The Zapatistas greet all who attended this encounter.  Here, in the mountains of the
Mexican Southeast, when a collectivity greets whoever comes with good words, it is
applauded. We ask that everyone greet each other and that everyone greet the delegations
from:  Italy, Brazil, Great Britain, Paraguay, Chile, Philippines, Germany, Peru, Argentina,
Austria, Uruguay, Guatemala, Belgium, Venezuela, Iran, Denmark, Nicaragua, Zaire,
France, Haiti, Ecuador, Greece, Japan, Kurdistan, Ireland, Costa Rica, Cuba, Sweden, The
Netherlands, South Africa, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, The United States, The Basque
Country, Turkey, Canada, Puerto Rico, Bolivia, Australia, Mauritania, Mexico [“Norway!”
and “Colombia!” were called out from the crowd].

Welcome, all men, women, children, and elders from the five continents who have
responded to the invitation of the Zapatista indigenous to search for hope for humanity,
against neoliberalism.

Brothers and sisters:
When this dream that today awakens in R/reality began to be dreamed by us, we thought
it would be a failure.  We thought that, maybe, we could gather here a few dozen persons
from several countries.  We were wrong.  As always we were wrong.  It wasn’t a few
dozen, but thousands of human beings, those who came from the five continents to find
themselves in R/reality at the close of the twentieth century.

The word born within these mountains, these Zapatista mountains, found ears that gave it

2nd Declaration of
La Realidad

Closing Words of the EZLN at
the Intercontinental Encounter
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write in the final declaration? First thing to point out is of course the question of
delegates, their selection.  In our group we decided quite sensibly that we were all
delegates, and so whoever wanted to go to the meeting of the delegates was free to do
so.  Other groups apparently elected delegates without raising much opposition while
in some the election of delegates among people who did not know each other has been
troublesome.  Some complained they did not feel represented by their delegates and
therefore showed up.  So, the groups of "delegates" was a mixture of people some
formally elected, some just showing up, some angry because they were no selected,
some because "I don't know who is going from my group", some because "we are all
delegates".  The meeting formally started at 8 o'clock and with the usual format
allowing for translation that slowed down communication - one thing we had to learn
was patience, patience, patience, in order to wait for the response - we embarked in
the decision process.  .  .  Five hours later we were still there in complete frustration as
nothing had been decided yet, people getting angry in Spanish, German, French, and
English, the moderator bursting into tears and saying enough.

A Mexican comrade tells me what perhaps best describes what has happened: "in
Chiapas the indigenous population use direct democracy as a means of survival.  Here
it seems it seems artificial." Indeed, he might have been right.  The difficulty was in
the very irritating obstructionism I felt came from our petty clash of egos.  Although
we had reminded ourselves several times that we could only decide simple practical
things, that the general assembly was sovereign for coming up with any general
political statement, people kept coming up with general political statements.  Back to
square one.  Although after an exhausting round of intervention it was clear that the
overall opinion was that it did not make sense to elect delegates for the meeting this
July in Chiapas (after all we did not know each other) at times some popped up saying

s/he believed we should elect delegates
without addressing the opposite argument.
Back to square one.  Although after another
exhausting round of interventions the need
was expressed for a very simple, general
and comprehensive declaration saying very
minimalist things such as "this European
meeting is closed" to propose to the assem-
bly and formalise the closure of the meet-
ing, some popped up saying it was not up to
us propose anything and the assembly was
sovereign (like anybody was questioning
that).  Back to square one.  The general
impression was therefore that we were not
there as persons bringing our background,
experience, sensibility to help solve a
problem and move forward.  No, we were
there as representatives of our pre- estab-
lished fixed opinions of how to do things
and it was very difficult to communicate
operationally beyond a grand statements
level.
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role to play in shaping this judgement.  The encounter at Reality will only create a
new reality if the millions who were not there pick up the ideas it put out, develop
them and turn them from words into action.

How this will happen is still very much undefined and perhaps will only be come
visible and defined in retrospect.  I come from (and identify myself as part of) the
old left tradition that has done most in exploring and basing itself around struggle
directed from below, that of anarchism.  Yet few anarchist groups have managed to
implement such a practice on a large scale in recent years and many seem to have
lost sight of doing so on anything but a local basis.

I’d like to see anarchists get very much involved in the activity and debate which
will define what appears to be the beginnings of the emergence of a new movement
of struggle.  Anarchism has a lot to bring to such a movement in the form of our
wealth of theoretical can tactical experience of these problems, but also such a
movement will generate new generations of anarchists and may come to anarchism
as a whole or put another way may be part of the process by which anarchism
becomes redefined for the modern era.

These ideas were what those on the quest returned with.  If the ‘Grail’ was not
obtained perhaps this was one of those occasions when it was glimpsed in the
distance, on the side of the mountain between the jungle and the sky.  There may
be some who believe they have returned with the ‘Grail’ in the form of ‘The second
declaration of Reality for humanity and against neo-liberalism’ which I include in
the appendix, but I have my doubts, although perhaps it is a clue to its real loca-
tion.  After this we do not yet now what happens but right now we all are, including
you reader, defining the answer to this query.  What will we make happen next?

Footnotes
1  Several thousand indigenous people from the local communities also took part in catering
for their visitors or in the range of ceremonies and entertainment’s around their visit.
2  Quoted in ‘Chiapas : The south-east in two winds, a storm and a prophecy’
3 Well OK just one superhero in the form of SuperBarrio.
4 Although our diet was far better then the standard food of the indigenous as we fre-
quently had eggs and even meat for those near the top of the queue along with a bizarre in
the context but familiar range of breakfast cereals.
5 Consisting of stamping everyones visa with “This person has been informed of Mexican
Laws and the constitution” and taking collective photos of the passengers of each bus.
6 Arthur’s knights set off in a long and fruitless search for the ‘Holy Grail’ of the Christian
myths which could provide its finder eternal life amongst other blessings.  Although the
purest of them were allowed glimpses of it most fell by the wayside, either killed by the
obstacles placed in their path or fooled in chasing false grails, or believing in finding false
ones they had found the real one and could give up their search.  None succeeded in their
search. Quite why I should see this as a fitting analogy for 20th century politics and why
hundreds of people exhausted their resources to get to a conference in jungle camps in the
Mexican South East I leave as an exercise for the reader!



This is something we must really start to deal with.  At the end, we were all ex-
hausted, a new moderator was found, and we were able to at least approve the agenda
for the next day's plenary.  At two o'clock in the morning some of us (anybody who
wanted, no exclusion, but very few wanted to at that hour) went to the top floor of the
Mheringof building in the Latin American centre to finalise the organisational aspect
of the following day.  Who speaks first, when will the band play, and this sort of stuff.
Good thing they had a kitchen with few boiled potatoes so we fried and ate.  And there
was plenty of fresh coffee.  Still, at about four o'clock while the others were deciding
the schedule of the following day meeting I crashed on a mattress between two shelves
full of books on Western imperialism in Latin America and was awaken three hours
later by the sound of a fax machine in my ear.  It was a salute from Marcos .  .  .  if
only we got this earlier we could have avoided a lot of stuff, like the question of the
delegates.  He says that it is up to the national realities to decide who goes and not up
to us.  Fortunately we arrived at the same conclusion.

The final cut, the plenary.  The collective brain still working.  This time representa-
tives of all workshops were delivering in four minutes the results of their discussion.
Any new links? Any new organisational connection across Europe? Any new subver-
sive synapses sparked in these two days? The role of science .  .  .  We want a colourful
society .  .  .  We need to talk about ourselves, discuss our needs without pressures
from industry and big corporations .  .  .  The meeting was a good context to build
connections, to network with what is happening in the rest of the world .  .  .
Neoliberalism and individualism, we think of ourselves as individuals at the expenses
of others .  .  .  Competition .  .  .  low wages .  .  .  fight back .  .  .  fight forward .  .  .
patriarchy .  .  .  women for a better world .  .  .  women against the invisibility we are
forced into .  .  .  of our work .  .  .  patriarchal structure that makes our work invisible
.  .  .  .  .  .  as long as there is one oppressed woman (man, child, gay .  .  .  ) there will
not be a new society .  .  .  resolution for the prisoners in Mexico, 2977 political prison-
ers since 1995, 500 desaparecidos.  .  .  .  and many other thoughts and resolutions
paraded in the last plenary.  At one forty- five the news that the police had surrounded
the building.  There is the news of some arrest and it is recommended not to leave the
building alone.  Especially foreigners.  Someone says: this is normal, every time we
have a demo in Germany we have the police.

At three o'clock the planned demo.  A thousands of us, but most of these people were
not at the conference.  The final act of the ritual, the weather turns nasty and a heavy
rain replaces the three days of heat.  Many of us are marching with our bags.  Enough.
Too wet, I run towards the
subway on my way to the
airport.  The meeting is
officially closed.

 1 "Todo nosotros sabemos que
"Neoliberalismo" se dice en
eleman "Scheisse"" Letter to
the European Continental
Meeting Against Neoliberaism
and for Humanity by Marcos.
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in the last century meeting as guests of the
Apaches in one of the lulls in the USA’s geno-
cidal war against them and you can get a sense
of how the gaps in perspective of those fighting
global capitalism have converged.

The other positive aspect that emerged is how
this drawing together of struggles is taking
place at the same time as a move away from the
left tradition of demanding assimilation and
subordination of struggles as a prerequisite to
creating a common struggle.  There is recogni-
tion that a unified struggle is stronger if it is
the unity of autonomous struggles and commu-
nities rather then an artificial homogenous

struggle imposed from above by a centralised party.  It was quite possible for us all
to talk the language of class struggle without feeling the need to deny our differ-
ences or the different levels of exploitation we face.  But the conference also con-
firmed that we are not a mish mash of struggles against unrelated enemies.  There
is at the heart of the oppressions we face a common enemy, global capitalism and in
naming this enemy and giving it shape we make it easier to fight it.

This may turn out to be the most significant contribution the encounter makes to
the development of a new politics, in finding a path between the central party and
program of Marxism and the ‘post-modern’ rainbow coalition of different struggles
lacking a unifying common goal.  In talking about our different struggles and
problems one thing which shone through is that there can be no ‘global programme’
or formulae which provides guidelines for action applicable in all cases.  The
method and form of struggle cannot be dictated by a central executive at the na-
tional never mind the international level but must instead be decided within each
struggle and each area and then ways found to co-ordinate these struggles from
below.

The conference ended with this talk of the creation of a global network of struggles
and a global network of communication between struggles.  Both of these would not
be yet another top down, single programme ‘international’ but instead a network of
autonomous struggle reaching up from below to exchange experiences and solidar-
ity.  To a large extent this creation can not and will not be the creation of the
conference, although many attended, we were but a tiny minority of those fighting
back around the world.  The creation of such a network, if it is to happen will be
aided if delegates returning from the conference are inspired enough and can
inspire others to put effort into working on this international network.

The task of all those who returned is to begin the creation of networks in their
countries and from there to seek ways of making international solidarity and
networking pass from the realm of slogans to the realm of reality.  Perhaps history
will judge the encounter to have been an early step on this route, but we have a key



How we learned to
dream at Reality

A report on the first Intercontinental Gathering for Humanity
and Against neo-liberalism

By Andrew Flood (andrewflood@geocities.com)

 In the week from July 27th to August 3rd 1996 about 3,000 people[1] gathered in
the isolated mountainous jungle region of Chiapas in Southern Mexico.  Our mis-
sion was to meet ‘for humanity and against neo-liberalism’.  We were hosted by five
indigenous communities in conference centres that had taken hundreds of people
weeks to carve out of the surrounding jungle.  Reaching the meetings often involved
long and arduous journeys, including a certain level of police/army harassment at
the point where we crossed from the territory mostly controlled by the Mexican
government to that mostly controlled by the EZLN (or Zapatistas as they are
popularly known).

The gathering had people from some 44+ countries and had been preceded by
continental and national gatherings.  Almost all of western Europe and the Ameri-
cas were represented, alongside a smattering of countries from Asia, Oceania and
Africa including Japan, Iran, Zaire and South Africa.  Some countries like France
sent big delegations of hundreds of people, other countries like Ireland were repre-
sented by only a couple of individuals.  But all had travelled thousands of miles and
braved sun, mud, mosquitoes and the military to be there.

Before the start of the conference delegates arrived in San Cristobal de las Casas
and headed out to the Don Bosco community centre where Mexican volunteers
worked at checking peoples accreditation’s and issuing security and food/travel
passes. On the 27th we gathered there to travel to the opening venue at Oventic in
convoys of buses and coaches departing throughout the day.  On arrival there was a
brief search for weapons, drugs or alcohol before we walked into the stadium built
beside the village.  Local people lined the road down into the stadium clapping the
arrival of each delegation as it was announced.

Oventic was the village at the centre of resistance to army patrols last year when
the local people physically stood in the way of armoured vehicles for hours, shouting
a mixture of abuse and appeals for solidarity at the soldiers.  After a prolonged
stand off the army backed down.  Oventic is surrounded by four military camps.
The first military camp was built during the February 1995 offensive, and the other
three were built after the inauguration of Oventic as a centre of resistance.  The
community, and in particular the women are subject to a constant level of harass-

the creation of a global network of struggle and communication and the intention to
repeat the gathering the following year, but this time in Europe (Italy looks likely,
will you be there?).  As evening drew on delegates started to head for the exit and
the long ride home by cattle truck, bus, coach, and plane was begun.

Those of us who travelled the first leg of the journey back by cattle truck received a
sobering reminder of the possible consequences of staging the encounter for the
indigenous people.  The trucks brought us to Guadeloupe Tepac, the site of a
previous encounter that time of Mexicans in the summer of 1994.  An
‘Aguascalientes’ bigger then any of the five for this encounter was built just outside
this small town.  The army burnt this to the ground in the 1995 offensive, destroy-
ing all traces of it and building a barracks on the site.  They also built forts on the
hill tops in the town itself with the result that the local community feared to return
and is now dispersed amongst other villages.  A year and a half later the town is
still abandoned and the jungle is starting to grow back.  We carry back with us a
debt to the indigenous people to continue pressure on the Mexican state to prevent
them sharing this fate.

Of course the question that comes out of this was the one hinted at by Marcos,
“what happens next”?  For the hopes of many of us that attended the conference
went far beyond meeting the EZLN, or having a week’s camping and talking in a
distant corner of the world.  Most if not all of those who were there were there not
just because they want to understand the power that oppresses us and not just
because they want to support the EZLN in their fight against it.  We were there
because we were hoped to learn something, some magic thing that we would carry
home with us and that would fan the flames of revolt in our own countries.  For
many of us this was not a new search but one we have been pursuing for years and
even decades, for others it may have been the first time they became aware of just
what it was they were looking for.

For to be a revolutionary in today’s world is to be searching for an equivalent of the
‘Holy Grail’ of the Arthurian legends[6], the ‘Elixir of life’ common to many myths
or, perhaps most appropriately the ‘Salmon of Knowledge’ of Irish legend which
promised complete wisdom to those who tasted it.  So did those who set out on their
quest half way around the globe, braving today’s equivalents of dragons and im-
passable mountain ranges find what they were looking for, the formulae for a
successful revolution?

The conference certainly had a value in itself in drawing so many people together to
share experiences from different corners of the globe.  It certainly helped in the
realisation that rhetoric of ‘a common global struggle’ has started to become more
and more of a reality.  Delegates, despite facing radically different local levels of
poverty and repression, outlined a close to common analysis of what the cause of
these problems was and what sort of structures were necessary to combat it.
Indeed the presence of so many from the ‘wealthy north’ making common cause
with the indigenous inhabitants of one of the poorer areas of the ‘south’ in itself
underlined the global nature of the struggle we face.  Picture the 1st International
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ment from the military which has made working in the fields, gathering firewood or
moving to or from the village an intimidating and risky experience.

The construction of the conference sites is worth commenting on in itself because of
the massive effort that was involved.  An enormous stage used not only for making
speeches from but also for dances, plays and bands was the largest single construc-
tion at each site.  Covered stands with crudely made benches faced this across a
central open area which was filled with chairs.  Accommodation was provided in the
form of posadas (long huts in which hammocks could be slung) and a camp ground.
Also built were cooking and eating areas as well as shops selling cigarettes and
snacks.  And let’s not forget the construction of latrines, showers, steps, footpaths
and drainage ditches.

Much of the raw material for these constructions was obtained directly from the
surrounding rain forest.  In the two sites I saw (Oventic and La Realidad) these
facilities had to cater for all the 3,000 plus delegates, but three other sites capable
of catering for smaller numbers were also required for the week.  These
‘Aguascalientes’ as they were called were in La Garrucha, Morelia and Roberto
Barrios.

Each site also included a medical centre and all these facilities apart from requiring
tens of thousands of hours to construct also involved hundreds of indigenous people

This also highlights another dichotomy at the conference.  The conference was
called by and hosted by the EZLN but it was not meant to be about them or Mexico
but rather about the international struggle.  At the same time it was clear that the
reason so many people came was because they had called it and that what we had
in common was to a large extent mediated by our interpretation of the Zapatistas.
We also had constant reminders of where we were, both through the presence of
masked and armed Zapatistas and by the intrusion of the army, as on the second
day at La Realidad when they flew a Rapid Deployment Force plane across the
stadium at roof top height.

This is a question and problem that remains open to all the delegates returning and
attempting to implement   ‘The second declaration of Reality for humanity and
against neo-liberalism’ in their own countries.  The EZLN were clear enough that
they were not asking people to implement the same strategy and politics as there
own regardless of local circumstances but rather that the form of the struggle in
each place must be determined first and foremost there.  This is a very different
attitude to that promoted by previous internationals which have attempted to
define and implement a central line of struggle.  That is the tradition many of the
older and more experienced delegates were coming from.

At the final gatherings the statement of each table was read back, which took some
hours and taxed the patience of the translators before the conference settled into an
evening of closing ceremonies, dances and singing.  A press conference and more of
this was to follow the next day alongside a declaration from the EZLN announcing
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working on to maintain, service and provide security throughout the week.  All this
not only in the context of the security considerations of a barely suspended war
(with the military just down the road from every centre) but also freely given by
people of whom 80% suffer from malnutrition[2], existing on a constant diet of
coffee, corn, tortillas and beans and where in the state as a whole 50% have no
potable water and 66% have no sewage system.

It is easy to talk about ‘internationalism’ in the abstract.  These people provided the
most concrete example of it I have seen, in spending resources they do not have, on
the dream of attracting thousands of people from all over the globe, to a conference
aimed not at solving their problems alone, but in discovering and constructing an
international fight against neo-liberalism.

They built it and we came.  Participants in the December strikes in France, the
mothers of the disappeared of Argentina, exiles from Iran, squatters from Berlin,
ex-guerrillas from Latin America, social centre activists from Italy, students from
Japan, community activists from the USA, the sons and daughters of those who fled
Pinochet in the 70’s, university professors from Spain, trade unionists from Brazil
and even superheros[3] from Mexico City.  Together we spent the first day being
welcomed by the Zapatistas, through song, dance, speeches and above all else the
presence of thousands of indigenous people.  In return we offered traditional left
expressions of solidarity in the forms of greetings, chants, raised fists and a multi-

sites, people from the furthest site having travelled for two days to get to Reality,
and they had to rebuild a bridge on the way.  The second last day began with a
large ceremony in the midday sun which involved a two hour process of getting
everyone seated in the central area (in the sun) or if they were sick or very suscepti-
ble to sunburn in the covered area at the back of this area.  The combination of the
insistence of assembling absolutely everyone there, the blazing sun and a weeks
mud and travel resulted in a few short fuses and minor rows with the more uncriti-
cal section of those attending chanting “were Zapatistas not tourists” at the sun
sensitive and “why can’t I stay back here” rebellious section.

Theories abounded afterwards as to why so much time was spent getting everyone
into the centre, from it being an example of the EZLN’s Maoist legacy; to it being a
media photo opportunity; to it being for security reasons (the platforms first ‘line’);
to it being part of a indigenous ceremony which required everyone present (hinted
at by the later ‘line’ from the platform).  While I incline towards the final theory
myself (and the whole event certainly demonstrated the incredible patience of the
indigenous organisers), this storm in a teacup also served to indicate the healthy
atmosphere of the conference where criticisms of the EZLN or organisers could be
openly (and heatedly) discussed.

This attitude is a lot more constructive then the uncritical cheer leading of many of
those who supported the Sandanistas or still support Cuba.  The role of a revolu-
tionary is to discover and tell the truth, not to praise the good parts and hide that
which sounds awkward or discouraging.  The treatment of criticism or even the
raising or awkward issues as disloyal (or even counter revolutionary) serves only to
destroy the revolutionary movement and to destroy its fighting spirit..



lingual singing of the International amongst other revolutionary songs.

A single moment capturing the spirit of the opening event was when after dark in
complete silence thousands of indigenous people marched down the hill and
through the stadium so the assembled delegates could show their respect both to
the part they played in facilitating the immediate event but also in their struggle
which is reawakening a spirit of optimism internationally.  This simple event was
all the more powerful as it contradicted the media expectation [and frenzy in front
of the stage a they fought for vantage points] of a display of military force or the
appearance of Sub-Commandante Marcos, the charismatic spokesperson of the
EZLN.  It reminded us that beyond the spectacle there was serious work to be done
and that they like us were not the audience to be performed in front of but rather
the central actors in this struggle.

Next morning the ceremonies continued as those of us who would be travelling
farthest arose early, had a breakfast of the soon to be familiar[4] coffee, tortillas,
beans and rice and queued for our coaches in between two lines of indigenous
people.  In the morning, the chanting was a common one with indigenous “Zapata
Vivas” being answered by those queuing with “La Luche Sigue” (The struggle
continues).  Ahead of us was 15 hours of travel and police harassment[5] ending in
a night-time bus ride on narrow, precipice hugging, muddy jungle roads.  A journey
taking us through thunderstorms and halting only for punctures, each one holding
up our convoy of 18 buses as everyone piled out for a welcome opportunity to smoke
or to pull in lungfuls of the scented jungle air.

It was a journey whose very discomfort also played a role in defining what the
conference was about.  In asking “what am I doing here, 3000 miles from home,
tired, hungry and uncomfortable, travelling into the unknown” we realised that we
were there for the same reason that all those crammed into the bus around us and
crammed into the buses before us and behind us were there.  We realised we were
there because we dared to dream.  Because when we got the summons from the
jungle months ago,  on paper or on computer screens we saw beyond the dry words
the path to a new world.

We realised that for everyone of us who was there 10 stood behind them who almost
went, 100 who would have gone if they had the money and 1000 who would have
been there if they had heard the message.  We realised that when we dreamt we
were no longer alone as those travelling with us dreamt the same dream and in the
jungle outside and the world beyond millions were dreaming with us.  On that bus I
realised that cynicism is the worst form of alienation, for to be human is to have
hope and faith in those around you.

Those who travelled that day to the other four sites faced different obstacles on
different roads, at Robeto Barrios they had to walk through a military camp and
then ford a river in order to reach the compound.  But although the roads were
different we all travelled on the same journey and if on that day those of us travel-
ling to La Realidad had to travel the longest road by the end of the week we would

Now a handful of business men control humanity through the IMF, the World Bank
and other structures.  The national state no longer has control.  National Liberation
means the recovery of this lost sovereignty but in demanding this we don’t ask for
the return of state intervention as the state is on the side of capitalism.  Rather we
mean popular sovereignty of autonomous communities.

Drug trafficking provides 350 billion dollars a year to capitalism, we propose to
decriminalise soft drugs and use these funds for the provision of welfare.  This
would also remove the USA’s excuse for interventions.  Alongside this we call for a
general demilitarisation.

There cannot be democracy where only the corporations rule.  Their re-organisation
of the authoritarian state has resulted in a list of repression’s.  Women are the
particular victims of neo-liberal repression.  We need to reject the neo-liberal cult of
money and individual success.

Representative democracy and the old political parties excluded people from deci-
sion making.  This along with the destruction of the USSR means we need to re-
invent what is meant by utopia.  Each community must decide its own future and
decide how to implement new forms of democracy.  We must construct a new power
from below, we propose the construction from below of decentralised global net-
works.

We make the following proposals

1. The selection of a day for global action against neo-liberalism
2. An international project to free the 16 remaining alleged Zapatista prisoners and
all prisoners and the finding of all the disappeared in Mexico and internationally.
3. An international campaign of direct assistance to the communities in struggle in
Chiapas
4. We demand the demilitarisation of all regions of Mexico currently occupied by
the army.

— ends —

Of course as with most conferences a lot of useful work was done outside the formal
discussion areas.  There were self-organised gatherings of youth which discussed
setting up a global network of activist youth and discussions around co-ordinating
internet work, as well as ones analysing the events of the week and what it told us
of the EZLN, some of which I have already referred to.  And there were many
conversations in buses or over dinner between individuals about conditions in their
country and the struggles happening there or on more global issues like the effect of
the fall of the Berlin wall.  All of these helped in constructing a picture of what was
happening internationally and the way activists were dealing with the transforma-
tions of recent years.

On the evening of the third last day the buses began arriving from all the other
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be overtaken by the others who had to travel down to join us for the closing ses-
sions.

I regret to say our reception of the party that greeted our arrival in La Realidad
[Reality] at 5.00 in the morning was not as enthusiastic as might have been the
case as we struggled to erect hammocks or tents in the pouring rain.  Not to worry
though as every evening several hours of entertainment was laid on for us with a
variety of bands as delegates, locals and masked Zapatistas danced into the early
hours ignoring the omnipresent rain and two or three inches of mud.  One evening
had slightly different entertainment when the German delegation presented a
slide show of the German left since 1918 on a screen that was torn in two towards
the end by the winds from the storm that had blown up.

The conference had been called around opposition to ‘neo-liberalism’ which is the
latest phase of capitalism but as it’s hard for 3,000 people to discuss with (as
opposed to lecture at) each other people were divided between each of five sites,
which discussed

TABLE 1: The politics we have and the politics we need
TABLE 2: The economic question: Horror stories
TABLE 3: All cultures for everyone. The media: From graffiti to cyberspace
TABLE 4: What society if not civil?
TABLE 5: Many worlds will fit in this world

As these sites were up to two days travelling apart you picked one at the beginning

After Marcos had spoken Commandante Tacho explained that because of the huge
number of people who had arrived for the encounter they were moving those of us
who were at the political table from the compound into the houses of the community
the following morning to make space for the delegates arriving from the other four
tables.

This announcement was later the basis of a discussion over dinner illustrating the
cultural clashes that also had to be overcome in the encounter.  Tacho who is
indigenous and who was the main organiser at La Realidad, (seeming to be almost
everywhere on a horse with a machine gun across his back), had a way of express-
ing himself that involved repeating variations of the same request again and again.
The expressions would build from an apologetic request to a formal announcement
of what would be happening.  To some of the Australians present, familiar with a
far more direct and blunt way of informing people what would be happening, this
method of speaking came across as dishonest, as if he was trying to present some-
thing we had to do as a treat we might like to do.

If anything I found his way of expressing things mildly embarrassing in the same
sense as the embarrassment I feel when a airline cabin crew worker calls me sir (or
Senior) but this is a useful illustration of how their are barriers and room for
misunderstanding at international gatherings beyond the obvious ones of language
and mistranslation.  In any case the local houses were better accommodation
although in may case did lead to an unwelcome close encounter with some ants on
my first night.

The third morning of my table was spent on a discussion amending a general
statement the moderator had prepared based on the pre-prepared contributions and
the discussion around them.  In all we inserted some 22 amendments, mostly aimed
at ironing out some of the inevitable contradictions which appeared and inserting
proposals for concrete action.  I reproduce my notes on our final statement below
although as these were taken from an on the spot translation as the text was being
read out they are not a particularly accurate guide to anything but the overall
flavour of the piece.  A book of all the statements is being published in Spanish and
it is likely, before long the exact text will also be available in English.

Notes on the Politics Table, Table 1 statement of the 27th July - 3rd August 1996
‘International Gathering for Humanity and against Neo-Liberalism’ held in
Chiapas, Mexico.

Neo-liberalism takes different forms from country to country and is a servant of
capitalism and colonialism.  Part of it is the break-up of the welfare state and the
denial of dignity to millions of people.  We propose pleasure and dignity for all.
However we don’t propose a return to the welfare state of the past, which was also a
form of capitalism, and in any case never existed in many areas of the world includ-
ing Chiapas.  We propose a new utopia.



of the week and stuck to it until the final
gathering at La Realidad.  The same
restrictions did not apply to the 400 people
accredited as media that attended the
event, although they were required to find
their own transport and were condemned
to a role as spectators rather then partici-
pants.  At times indeed elements of them
provoked hostility when in their eagerness
to record celebrities they got in the way of
the business of the gathering.  This was
just one aspect of the inevitable tension
between the conference as a spectacle and
as a genuine attempt to construct some-
thing new.

The question was asked, if a conference is
held in the forest and the media doesn’t
record it then was it really held at all?  The
two answers to this would probably depend
on whether a blue [delegate] or a yellow
[media] card dangled from your neck.  If
you had a red [organiser] card or no card
[like many of the local people] then you
were likly to have a different attitude
again.  Apart from the difficulty of terrain
the fact that Chiapas is attracting so much media attention is playing a vital role in
staying the hand of the ‘hawks’ in the Mexican military who would like to end the
dream once and for all in a military offensive aimed not at eliminating the combat-
ants of the EZLN but of wiping out the communities themselves which is what
happened just across the border in Guatemala in the 1980’s.

At each site people split into four or five groups to give more reasonable sized
discussion groups ranging at the Political tables from a manageable 50 to a hope-
lessly overcrowded 300.  At this stage it should also be explained that the structure
and chairing of these debates was arranged by the FZLN (Zapatista National
Liberation Front), a non-military political front of people from all over Mexico
inspired by Zapatismo.  There are many different forces involved in this including a
number of old-left types who have not really changed their spots and seem to see it
as a recruitment opportunity.  So where many of the tables, like my own, worked
well and produced a statement genuinely reflective of the views of those who took
part others had problem - including in some cases final statements said to reflect
only those opinions the table moderator was comfortable with.

This problem of course was just a reflection of the composition of the conference as
a whole.  The only thing those attending had in common was taking inspiration
from the struggle of the EZLN.  In almost all cases, alongside this was a recognition

reporting back and discussion had indeed been taking place.  Delegates from the
economic table reported a similar experience where direct questions too the EZLN
were not answered at the time but were addressed in the collective statements
later.

On balance it was probably better in any case that the EZLN restricted their
contributions as their star status with many of the delegates would probably have
resulted in anything they said being uncritically accepted by a sizeable proportion
of those present.  One slightly irritating feature of some of the contributions was
how they would try and refer to their contribution as following on from something
the EZLN had done or said in a similar fashion to the way earlier socialists would
quote Marx or Lenin as justification for their current line.  This problem although
seemingly trivial, is something to be overcome in creating an international network
against neo-liberalism, as unchallenged it will have a distorting effect on local
activity, if it must first be justified by reference to the EZLN.

This EZLN contribution delivered by Marcos during the second afternoon was
dedicated to all the remaining Zapatista prisoners and disappeared and to political
prisoners and the disappeared everywhere.  Beyond talking about the immediate
issue of neo-liberalism Marcos went to some length to stress how this event was
made possible by those Zapatistas who had died in the first days of 1994.  He asked
where were the places for the Zapatista dead at this encounter as it was their
silence they made it possible for our voices to be heard.  This contribution very
much personalised the struggle and its armed aspect as something which however
necessary meant a number of people had to pay the supreme price in order for the
voices of their brothers and sisters to be heard.
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that this also implied a need for a type of politics quite different from the authori-
tarian left practices of Leninism or social democracy.  So while there were a lot of
people with many years of experience struggling to re-define their politics in a
libertarian fashion, there was also a scattering of people for whom the EZLN and
the conference in general represented just another way of ‘building the party’ and
who seemed more interested in injecting token references, to Marx, Che or ‘ the
need for cadres’ into the end statements then anything else.  Their presence at
some tables meant that some peoples experiences of the discussions were a lot more
negative then my view presented here.

Such differences of approach and agenda are to be expected in any such large
gathering.  Although it was unfortunate that the FZLN failed to attach a sufficient
priority to making sure the moderators were both willing and able to facilitate the
discussions fairly in every case, it was good to see that problems were being chal-
lenged.  At least one breakaway discussion group was formed where a moderator
refused to change the procedure.  The realisation that democratic practice has to be
put at the top of the agenda especially in difficult and exceptional circumstances is
a lesson sections of the left were slow to learn but here at least was evidence that it
is no longer just anarchists and a few ‘ultra-left’ Marxists who are willing to take a
stand on this issue.

My table consisted of some 50 people discussing “The global power that we all live
under. How does it exercise and reproduce its domination?”.  In fact the discussion
wandered well outside these parameters to include how we could structure opposi-
tion.  The first two days were given over to the presentation of a wide range of pre-
prepared statements on issues including the impact of neo-liberalism in Japan; the

importance of the drugs trade for capitalism in providing capital; the impact of neo-
liberalism on women and the structures for resisting neo-liberalism.

One of particular interest was given by the Chileans on what neo-liberalism really
meant in their country.  Chile was the original model for neo-liberalism and is
commonly held up by the right as an example of its success.  It was illuminating to
hear that not only was this model reliant on massive and continuing repression of
any resistance to the wishes of the ruling class but also that the apparent success of
neo-liberalism in ‘economic indicators’ did not trickle down into any improvement
for workers in the towns and countryside.

Those at the table were from a wide range of countries (22 in all) and backgrounds,
and included SuperBarrio and four members of the EZLN. Marcos also visited the
table and gave an account of the formation of the EZLN, its transition from “Marx-
ist-Leninist” politics to its current, more libertarian, form.  The EZLN hoped for the
creation of global pockets of resistance that would link up and grow, but in terms of
this conference at least “did not know what happens next”.  Contributions were
generally followed by a period of questions and discussion around them.

One point worth commenting on is that the four EZLN delegates at the table did
not contribute to the discussion or present papers but just sat and listened.  There
was some discussion of this concluding on the idea that the organisation only
expressed itself through a collective voice (normally Marcos).  This apparently
would tie in very much with the customs of the indigenous people.  Indeed when
Marcos spoke on the second day to the whole gathering it was obvious parts of the
talk were reactions to what had been said in the individual tables and so some


